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Momentum distributions of positron-electron pairs in diamond, Si, and Ge are systematically studied using
state-of-the-art techniques in experiment and theory, i.e., the positron two-dimensional angular correlation of
annihilation radiation~2D-ACAR! technique and two-component density-functional~TCDF! theory. It is ex-
perimentally examined that all samples are free from positron trapping. An interesting difference among the
elemental semiconductors is then clarified, namely, a flat 2D-ACAR distribution of the@001# projection in the
low momentum region is found in diamond, while a deep dip is observed at the origin in Si and Ge. These
experimental results are compared with those of first-principles TCDF calculations within the local-density
approximation based on the scheme by Puska, Seitsonen, and Nieminen@Phys. Rev. B52, 10 947~1995!# and
the generalized-gradient approximation by Barbielliniet al. @Phys. Rev. B53, 16 201~1996!#. Good agreement
between theory and experiment confirms the validity of the TCDF. Analysis of calculational results clarifies
that the unique electron momentum distribution in diamond is due to the carbonp orbital sharply localized in
real space.@S0163-1829~98!06519-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Elemental semiconductors are technologically import
materials.1 Today’s semiconductor industry is in large pa
due to the many useful properties of Si. Diamond is a c
didate for a new age material because of its unique prope
of electric-field emission, wide gap, extraordinary hardne
and so on.2 In addition to the technological merits, there
physical interest in these semiconductors since they are
cal covalent crystals and are fundamental. In particular,
mond has considerably strong covalent bonds, and
unique electron distribution in real space, i.e., it has b
theoretically3 and experimentally4 shown that there are re
markable double humps along the carbon-carbon bond, w
there is a maximum at the bond center in Si and Ge. I
tempting that these features of electronic states studie
real space are examined in momentum space.

The positron two-dimensional angular correlation of an
hilation radiation~2D-ACAR! technique is a powerful tool to
probe electron distribution in momentum space: The
served electron momentum distribution is that sampled
the positron and projected into a chosen plane.5 The tech-
nique has been established as a tool to determine the F
surface in metals, and has also provided useful informa
on electronic structures in semiconductors.5–9 Early one-
dimensional~1D! ACAR10 and later 2D-ACAR~Refs. 6,7,
570163-1829/98/57~19!/12219~10!/$15.00
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and 11–13! indeed revealed the important feature of electr
momentum distribution for elemental semiconductors. E
periments on the perfect crystals presented prominent an
ropy, in sharp contrast to the nearly isotropic distribution
the case of positron trapping by defects.11–14 Due to this
difference in the momentum distribution, the technique
lows us to evaluate the quality of samples efficiently.11–15

Moreover, an interesting chemical trend for elemental se
conductors has been discussed. The reconstructed th
dimensional~3D! momentum distribution on the~110! plane
through theG point shows a much flatter structure in the lo
momentum region in case of diamond, while a dip appear
the origin in Ge.16 This prominent difference between dia
mond and Ge is expected to be due to the unique electr
structure of diamond, though the flat distribution in diamo
was considered to be due to positron trapping or positron
formation in an early stage.7

A variety of interesting features of the observed mome
tum distributions have stimulated theoretical studies.17–22

The observed anisotropy was successfully explained in te
of the selection rule based on the group theory:20 As a con-
sequence of the high symmetry of electron wave function
special directions, the existence of zero momentum-den
bands~cancellation of atomic orbitals19! decreases the partia
momentum density~in a certain part of momentum spac!
and induces the anisotropy. References 21 and 22 discu
12 219 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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the unique momentum distribution in diamond compa
with those of Si and Ge. In both references it was found t
the upper (p character! valence-band contribution to the mo
mentum density is different between diamond and other
emental semiconductors. Reference 21 attributed the un
momentum distribution of diamond to the small lattice co
stant and a weak electron-positron correlation effect in d
mond. In an early stage, Fujiwara, Hyodo, and Ohyam18

discussed the electron-positron correlation effect on the
mentum distribution, but the method to treat the effect in
ab initio way only became available very recently.23,24 Al-
though two-component density functional~TCDF! calcula-
tions have been applied by several groups,14,21,24–29the va-
lidity of the technique is not established, in particular f
momentum distributions compared with positron lifetimes

The aim of this paper is to present precise and system
information on the electron momentum distribution for d
mond, Si, and Ge. For this purpose, we employ state-of-
art techniques in both experiment and theory, i.e., 2D-AC
experiments and first-principles TCDF calculations. T
work includes the following three highlights. First, the m
mentum distribution in the elemental semiconductors is
served by performing systematic experiments in order
confirm the above-mentioned chemical trend. Careful att
tion is paid to the quality of samples by checking there is
positron trapping. We accumulate 2D-ACAR data for d
mond, Si, and Ge by varying integration axes, and prov
detailed information on the momentum distributions. S
ond, the accumulated experimental results are compared
first-principles calculations. We employ the TCDF calcu
tion within the local-density approximation~LDA ! ~Refs. 23
and 24! and generalized-gradient approximation~GGA!.27

Good agreement between theory and experiment confi
the validity of the TCDF theory. Finally, the physical orig
of the observed chemical trend is discussed based on
calculational results. The unique electron distribution of d
mond in both real and momentum space is attributed to
carbonp orbital sharply localized in real space.

The organization of this paper is as follows. The expe
mental procedure and calculational method are describe
Secs. II and III, respectively. Experimental results are p
sented, and are then compared with theoretical ones in
IV A. The physical origin of the chemical trend observed
the experiment is discussed based on calculational resul
Sec. IV B. Section V gives a summary.

II. EXPERIMENTS

In this work, a synthetic diamond crystal of type II
grown by the temperature gradient method at high press
and temperatures,30 an undoped floating-zone-grown Si cry
tal, and a high-purity Ge crystal were employed for positr
experiments. The 2D-ACAR measurements were perform
by using the machine of Anger camera type at the Natio
Institute for Research in Inorganic Materials, Japan. A g
eral description of the details of the experimental setup
be found in our previous works.11–13 The measured 2D
ACAR spectrum is proportional to the projection of the 3
momentum densityr(p) of the positron-electron pair along
selected axispz ~projection direction!,
d
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N~px ,py!}E r~p!dpz . ~1!

In our experiments, three crystallographic directions@001#,
@110# and @111# are chosen as projection directions. T
measured 2D-ACAR distributions were smoothed to corr
for an anisotropic geometrical resolution to have an alm
isotropic angular resolution of about 1.1 mrad. It is stres
here that highly perfect crystals are essential to probe
electronic structures of elemental semiconductors, espec
for diamond, since the measured 2D-ACAR shape can
easily affected by positron trapping at defects. We measu
2D-ACAR spectra for many diamond crystals of vario
types, namely, natural crystals of types Ia and IIa and s
thetic crystals of types Ib and IIa. As a result, it is found th
only the synthetic IIa shows no positron trapping.15 In other
diamond crystals, the 2D-ACAR spectra have a narrow a
nearly isotropic component, which is believed to be due
trapped positrons annihilating at vacancies, a vacan
nitrogen complex, or nitrogen aggregations in the crystal

III. CALCULATIONS

In this section, a calculational method based on the TC
theory is described.23,24 In Sec. III A, we outline how the
positron-electron pair momentum distribution@r(p…# is cal-
culated based on the TCDF. We restrict ourselves within
LDA. In Sec. III B, we give details of the electron-positro
correlation function and enhancement factor based on
LDA and GGA. Calculational lifetimes of the LDA and
GGA are then compared with experiments to check validit
of both approximations.

A. Outline

Based on the TCDF calculation, the total energy for t
interacting system of electrons and a single positron is gi
by the following functional over electron and positron de
sities:

E@nv
e ,np#5Fe@nv

e#1Fp@np#2E nv
e~r !np~r 8!

ur2r 8u
dr dr 8

1Ec
e-p@nc

e1nv
e ,np#, ~2!

where the~valence! electron and positron parts are given b
the following equations:

Fe@nv
e#5T@nv

e#1 1
2 E nv

e~r !nv
e~r 8!

ur2r 8u
dr dr 81Exc@nv

e#

1Vion
e @nv

e# ~3!

and

Fp@np#5T@np#1E v ion
p ~r !np~r !dr . ~4!

In the above equations,nc
e , nv

e , andnp denote the densities
of the core electrons, valence electrons, and positron, res
tively, andT@n# denotes the kinetic energy. The core ele
trons are assumed to be frozen. In the LDA, the electr
positron correlation energy functionalEc

e-p is replaced by the
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57 12 221ELECTRON MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTIONS IN . . .
total-energy increase when a single positron is introduce
the homogeneous electron gas, and the electron excha
correlation energyExc is approximated by that for the homo
geneous electron-gas system.31 In order to include the ion-
core effect, we employ the nonlocal norm-conservi
pseudopotential (Vion

e ) for ~valence! electrons,32 particularly
constructed to optimize the softness of the pseudopotenti33

and the Coulomb potential from the frozen-core elect
charge and the nuclear point charge for the positron (v ion

p ).
The variation of the above energy functional@Eq. ~2!#

over the electron and positron densities determines the
energy of the ground state according to the dens
functional theory.34 We follow Kohn and Sham in the varia
tional calculation.35 The variation then leads to sel
consistent single-particle equations for both electrons
positron, and band-structure calculations for the single p
ticles are performed. In these calculations, we emplo
plane-wave basis set36 whose maximum kinetic energy i
210 ~600! eV for Si and Ge~diamond!. The experimental
lattice constants (a) of 3.56, 5.43, and 5.66 Å are employe
for diamond, Si, and Ge, respectively. The Brillouin-zo
integration in the electronic band-structure calculation is p
formed using two specialk points following Chadi and
Cohen.37 The iterative minimization technique is employe
in obtaining eigenvalues.38

The above variational equation for the total energy de
mines the densities and wave functions of both electrons
positron for the ground state. Using these obtained dens
and wave functions, we calculate the 3D momentum dis
bution of positron-electron pairs as follows:

r~p!5
pr 0

2c

8p3 (
i

occ. U E
V

e2 iGruip8~r !cp~r !Ag~r !drU2

. ~5!

In the above equation,r 0, c, and V denote the classica
electron radius, the speed of light, and the volume of the
cell, respectively, andcp is the positron Bloch wave function
at theG point with the lowest energy.uip8 is the periodical
function in the electron Bloch wave function with the crys
momentump8 in the first Brillouin zone~FBZ!: When the
momentump in the left-hand side in Eq.~5! is outside the
FBZ, a suitable reciprocal vectorG is chosen to placep by
p8 which is inside the FBZ (p5p81G). g(r ) is the en-
hancement factor which is introduced for the correction
the single-particle wave functions (u andc), and is deduced
from the pair distribution function at the origin for the ho
in
ge-
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mogeneous system which is consistent with that for
above electron-positron correlation energy.

B. Electron-positron correlation energy
and enhancement factor

Here we describe details of the present electron-posi
correlation energy and enhancement factor. As mentione
Sec. III A, the electron-positron correlation energy in t
LDA is defined as that of a single positron in the homog
neous electron gas. The numerical values of the correla
energy was given by Arponen and Pajanne~AP!,39 based on
the correction in the random-phase approximation. The
hancement factor is deduced from numerical results
Lantto,40 who used the hypernetted-chain approximation
the above homogenous system. These functions are firs
rametrized by Boron´ski and Nieminen,23 and recently rep-
arametrized by Puska, Seitsonen, and Nieminen~PSN!.24 In
this study, we adopt the scheme of PSN.

In addition to the above LDA scheme, we also employ t
GGA one in this study. When the enhancement factor
Lantto’s type is replaced by that deduced from results of A
the calculated lifetimes are systematically shorter th
experiments,27 though the calculation by AP is considered
be more accurate for the homogeneous system than tha
Lantto. Barbielliniet al.27 thus introduced the GGA for the
correction of this scheme: One adjustable parametera is
introduced in order to include weakening of screening effe
in realistic inhomogeneousgas systems:gGGA511(gAP

21)e2ae andVe-p
GGA5Ve-p

APe2ae/3, wheregAP andVe-p
AP are the

functions deduced from results of AP ande
5udneu2/(neqTF)

2 (qTF is the local Thomas-Fermi screenin
length!. The universal value of 0.22 fora is adopted to re-
produce experimental lifetimes for a variety of materials.

Here we confirm the validity of the LDA based on th
PSN interpolation and the GGA proposed by Barbiell
et al. for lifetimes in elemental semiconductors. The lifetim
t as the inverse of annihilation ratel is calculated as

1/t5l5pr 0
2cE

V
@nc

e~r !1nv
e~r !#np~r !g~r !dr . ~6!

It is found that both the LDA and GGA well reproduce th
experimental lifetimes~Table I!. For diamond and Si, the
LDA and GGA are found to give almost the same lifetim
~Table I!. In case of Ge, however, the LDA is found to pro
vide a slightly shorter lifetime than the GGA, and the GG
FIG. 1. Perspective plots of experimental positron 2D-ACAR distributions projected along the@001# direction in diamond~a!, Si ~b!, and
Ge ~c!.
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FIG. 2. Contour plots of experimental and calculational~LDA ! positron 2D-ACAR distributions projected along the@001# direction in the
elemental semiconductors: experimental~a! diamond,~b! Si, and~c! Ge; and calculational~d! diamond,~e! Si, and~f! Ge. The contour
spacing is 1

16 of the maximum value. The origin has the maximum density in both experiment~a! and calculation~d! of diamond. On the
other hand, the maximum lies between the first- and second-nearest contours from the origin; that is, there is a dip at the origi
experiments@~b! and ~c!# and calculations@~e! and ~f!# of Si and Ge. The outline of the Jones zone is drawn in thin lines.

FIG. 3. Contour plots of experimental and calculational~LDA ! anisotropies of the 2D-ACAR distributions projected along the@001#
direction in the elemental semiconductors: experimental~a! diamond,~b! Si, and~c! Ge; and calculational~d! diamond,~e! Si, and~f! Ge.
The contour spacing is one-tenth of the anisotropy amplitude. Solid~dashed! lines indicate positive~negative! values. The outline of the
Jones zone is drawn in thin lines.
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is found to give a better reproduction of the experimen
value. It is finally noted that the present lifetimes based
the pseudopotential method are very close to previous o
based on the linear muffin-tin orbital method within th
atomic-spheres approximation~LMTO-ASA!,27 as tabulated
in Table I.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, experimental and theoretical results
presented. The general features of positron 2D-ACAR dis
butions in the elemental semiconductors are discusse
Sec. IV A. In Sec. IV B, an interesting chemical trend of t
low momentum distributions is discussed based on the
culations.

A. General features of positron 2D-ACAR distributions

We start with the experimental results for diamond,
and Ge. The perspective and contour plots of measured
ACAR distributions projected along the@001# direction are
shown in Figs. 1~a!–1~c! and 2~a!–2~c!, respectively. It is
found that the origin has a maximum intensity in diamond
dip appears in Si and becomes slightly deeper in Ge~Figs. 1
and 2!. Details of this chemical trend in the momentum d
tribution around the origin will be discussed in Sec. IV
Except for the difference in the momentum distributi
around the origin, the general features of 2D-ACAR dis
butions in these materials are found to be quite similar
each other. In particular, the 2D-ACAR distributions a
very anisotropic: The momentum densities along the@100#
and@110# directions are quite different from each other. Th
anisotropy becomes clear when the anisotropic features
brought out by extracting the anisotropyA(px ,py) from the
observed 2D-ACARN(px ,py) as

A~px ,py!5N~px ,py!2C~px ,py!, ~7!

TABLE I. Positron lifetimes in elemental semiconductors (ps).
The values in parentheses are the calculations based on the LM
ASA method~Ref. 27!.

LDA GGA Expt.

Diamond 93 97~96! 103
Si 210 211~210! 221
Ge 211 231~228! 228
l
n
es

e
i-
in

l-

,
D-

a

-

-
o

re

where C(px ,py) is a smooth cylindrical average o
N(px ,py) around thepz axis. Figures 3~a!–3~c! show the
@001#-projected 2D-ACAR anisotropies~experimental! in the
elemental semiconductors. It is seen that except for the l
momentum region around the origin, the momentum den
along the@110# direction is higher than that along the@100#
line inside the Jones zone presented by rectangles in Fig
and 3. As a result, the distribution along the@110# direction
is wider than that along the@100# direction ~Table II!.

The other common feature in the three samples is that
observed distribution area roughly follows the Jones zo
based on the nearly-free-electron~NFE! model ~Fig. 4!.10,41

According to this simple model, the 3D electron momentu
distribution is unity in this zone, and is zero outside th
zone. It is seen that the observed 2D momentum densities
finite within the zone, and rapidly decrease around
boundaries~Fig. 2!, indicating that the NFE gives a qualita
tive interpretation of the 2D-ACAR distribution. We the
evaluate the width of the 2D momentum distribution bas
on the NFE: the 3D momentum distribution~Fig. 4! is inte-
grated along the@001# axis, and the 2D distribution on th
~001! plane is obtained. The calculated full widths at ha
maximum ~FWHM’s! are comparable with experimenta
ones, though there is quantitative difference between the
and experiment~Table II!.

Here the experimental results are compared with thos
TCDF calculations. The LDA is first examined and the GG
is later applied. Good agreement between experiment

O-

FIG. 4. The Jones zone shape of the diamond-structure latt
e
nd
. The
es
TABLE II. The experimental and theoretical full widths at half maximum~FWHM’s! ~mrad! of cross
sections of 2D-ACAR distributions projected along the@001# direction for elemental semiconductors. Th
FWHM is evaluated along@100# and @110# directions. The theoretical FWHM’s are based on the LDA a
GGA calculations, and their deviations~%! from the experimental values are presented in parentheses
widths evaluated from the nearly-free-electron~NFE! model, namely, free electrons fully filling up the Jon
zone, are shown together for comparison.

@100# @110#
Expt. LDA GGA NFE Expt. LDA GGA NFE

Diamond 15.8 15.6 (21.3! 15.4 (22.5! 13.6 17.4 17.5~10.6! 17.5 ~10.6! 19.3
Si 10.9 10.5 (23.7! 10.3 (25.5! 8.9 12.2 12.0 (21.6! 12.0 (21.6! 12.6
Ge 10.5 10.2 (22.9! 9.9 (25.7! 8.5 11.7 11.6 (20.9! 11.6 (20.9! 12.1
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TABLE III. The experimental and theoretical~LDA and GGA! FWHM’s ~mrad! of cross sections of
2D-ACAR distributions projected along@110# direction for the elemental semiconductors. The deviations~%!
of LDA and GGA calculations from the experiments are presented in parentheses.

@001# @1̄10#

Expt. LDA GGA Expt. LDA GGA

Diamond 17.2 17.4~11.2! 17.2 ~0.0! 16.5 16.5~0.0! 16.3 (21.2!
Si 11.8 11.4 (23.3! 11.2 (25.1! 11.5 11.1 (23.5! 10.9 (25.2!
Ge 11.3 10.9 (23.5! 10.8 (24.4! 11.0 10.8 (21.8! 10.6 (23.6!
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theory~LDA ! is found for the 2D-ACAR distribution on the
~001! plane. First, the observed chemical trend in the m
mentum distribution around the origin among the thr
samples is well reproduced by the LDA calculations~Fig. 2!;
there is a peak~dip! in diamond~Si and Ge!. Second, the
anisotropic features, which are common to the three crys
are also well reproduced~Figs. 2 and 3!: The calculations
show prominent differences in the momentum density
tween the@100# and@110# directions. For a more qualitativ
discussion, we evaluate the FWHM’s for the@100# and@110#
directions. Good quantitative agreement between experim
and first-principles theory~LDA ! is obtained~Table II!: The
maximum deviation is found for the three crystals along
@100# direction, with values of 1.3%, 3.7%, and 2.9% f
diamond, Si, and Ge, respectively. We further examine
widths in the 2D-ACAR distributions projected into th
~110! and ~111! planes. Again the good agreement betwe
theory and experiment is obtained. The maximum deviat
for all these data~LDA ! ~Tables II–IV! are found to be
3.7%. The validity of the LDA is thus established for th
distribution widths in the elemental semiconductors.42 Fi-
nally we examine the anisotropic amplitude, which is defin
as the valley-to-peak altitude relative to the peak heigh
the 2D distribution. The LDA well reproduces the expe
mental results~Table V!.

We next adopt the GGA scheme. The GGA also w
reproduces the observed momentum distributions~Fig. 5!.
However, it is seen in Fig. 5 that the deviation from t
experimental value is slightly larger in the GGA than in t
LDA. The GGA gives somewhat narrower distributions th
the LDA ~Tables II–IV!, and then the maximum value of th
deviation in the FWHM’s between the GGA calculation a
experiment is found to be 7.0%, which is slightly larger th
the value of 3.7% in case of the LDA. The deviation in t
anisotropy amplitude from the experimental values is a
slightly larger in the GGA than in the LDA~Table V!. We
therefore conclude that the LDA gives a somewhat be
reproduction of the observed momentum distributions th
-
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the GGA, though both methods provide successful resu
Pandaet al.29 very recently argued that the GGA gives
slightly better reproduction of results of early 1D-ACA
experiments10,43than the LDA, though their results, based o
the GGA and LDA, were very close to each other. T
present assessment of the two calculational methods, w
is based on a comparison with the up-to-date 2D-ACAR
periment, is expected to be more justified.

B. Chemical trend in the momentum distributions

As described in Sec. IV A, the present experiment cla
fies the prominent chemical trend among the three cryst
and this feature is well reproduced by TCDF calculations
is confirmed that the origin has a peak in diamond; a
appears at the origin in Si, and the dip becomes sligh
deeper in Ge. The physical reason for the chemical tren
discussed here based on calculational results.44 In order to
simplify the argument, we first investigate 3D momentu
densities on the~010! plane~Fig. 6!. The chemical trend is
again seen along the@101# direction: There are dips at th
origin in Si and Ge, and the origin is peaked in diamond. I
emphasized here that only the first lowest band has non
momentum density at theG point, and the first and third
lowest bands have nonzero contributions along the@101# di-
rection ~the G-K-X8 line! ~Fig. 7!. As shown in Fig. 7, the
momentum density of the third band increases as the
mentum increases along the@101# direction from theG point,
and has a peak betweenK andX8, while the first band con-
tribution has the maximum at the origin, and decreases as
momentum increases. It is clear that the third band contri
tion in diamond~Si and Ge! is small ~large!, and therefore
induces the peak~dip! at the origin.

In order to find the reason for the small contribution of t
third band in diamond, here we analyze the electron w
functions based on the linear combination of atomic orbit
~LCAO! consisting ofs and p orbitals.19,45 We first argue
why the momentum density of the third lowest band b
TABLE IV. The experimental and theoretical~LDA and GGA! FWHM’s ~mrad! of cross sections of
2D-ACAR distributions projected along@111# direction for the elemental semiconductors. The deviations~%!
of LDA and GGA calculations from the experiments are presented in parentheses.

@1̄10# @1̄1̄2#

Expt. LDA GGA Expt. LDA GGA

Diamond 16.8 16.4 16.8 16.5
Si 11.4 11.1 (22.6! 10.6 (27.0! 11.6 11.4 (21.7! 11.1 (24.3!
Ge 10.9 10.3 11.3 10.9
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comes large as the momentum increases from theG point
along theG-X8 line. The wave function of this band at theG
point consists ofp orbitals whose phases of the two atom
are opposite to each other, and therefore the contribution
the two atoms are cancelled, i.e., the third band contribu

TABLE V. The experimental and theoretical anisotropy amp
tudes ~%! of the anisotropic componentsA(px ,py) in the 2D-
ACAR distributions N(px ,py) with the projection directionpz

along the@001# axis for the elemental semiconductors. The anis
ropy amplitude is defined as the valley-to-peak altitude ofA(px ,py)
relative to the peak height ofN(px ,py). The theoretical values ar
based on the LDA and GGA calculations.

Expt. LDA GGA

Diamond 13.5 14.3 15.5
Si 17.7 18.4 20.9
Ge 17.4 17.3 20.7

FIG. 5. Cross sections of experimental and calculational~LDA
and GGA! 2D-ACAR distributions~@001# projection! along @100#
and@110# directions through the origin:~a! diamond,~b! Si, and~c!
Ge. The experimental and calculational 2D-ACAR distributions
normalized to the same volume. Circles, solid lines, and das
lines denote the experiments, LDA calculations, and GGA calc
tions, respectively.
of
sto a zero momentum density at theG point.46 As the momen-
tum increases along the@101# line, the third lowest band
increases the component ofFp5fp[101]

1 1fp[101]
2 , which has

the same phase between the two atoms and therefore gi
nonzero momentum density@the suffix numbers~1 and 2! in
the above expression indicate two atoms in the unit cell#. In
particular, at theX8 point, the wave function consists of onl
Fp . This increase of theFp component is the reason wh
the third band contribution becomes large as the momen
increases from theG point ~Fig. 7!. In contrast, the wave
function of the lowest band at theG point consists of ans
bonding orbital (Fs5fs

11fs
2), which gives the finite mo-

mentum density. The component ofFs decreases in the firs
band as the momentum increases, leading to the maximu
the momentum density at the origin of the first band~Fig. 7!.

The contributions of the first (r1) and the third (r3) low-
est bands along theG-X8 line are then roughly approximate
by the following expressions:

r1~p!}UcpE Fse
2 ip•rdrU2

54UcpE fse
2 ip•rdrU2

~8!

and

r3~p!}Ucp8E Fpe2 ip•rdrU2

54Ucp8E fpe2 ip•rdrU2

, ~9!

wherecp andcp8 are the LCAO coefficients, and the integr
tions are over the whole crystal region. In deriving the abo
expressions, we assume that~1! the positron wave function
and enhancement factor are unity in Eq.~5!;44 and that~2!
inclusion by the first~third! band of the small component o
Fp (Fs), which makes a minor contribution, can be n
glected. According to the above equations, the momen
density is determined by the LCAO coefficient (c) and the
Fourier component of the atomic orbitals. As for the LCA
coefficients,cp8 (cp) has a zero~maximum! value at theG
point and increases~decreases! along theG-X8 line, as was
mentioned. Since these coefficients are rather insensitiv
the kind of crystals, we focus on the Fourier components
the atomic orbitals in order to clarify the physical origin
the chemical trend in the total momentum distribution.
Fig. 8, we then show the Fourier components for C, Si, a

-

e
d
-

FIG. 6. Contour plots of calculational~LDA ! 3D momentum
distributions at the~010! plane through theG point in the elemental
semiconductors:~a! diamond,~b! Si, and~c! Ge. The contour spac
ing is one-tenth of the momentum density at theG point. The maxi-
mum value of the contour line is set to be 1% less than the mom
tum density at theG point. The intersections of the Jones zone a
Brillouin zones with this plane are shown in thin lines. The positi
in momentum space is represented in units of 2p/a, with a being
the lattice constant.
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Ge. It is found that the values of thep orbital of C are small
in the low momentum region, and those values increase
the element becomes heavy. We therefore conclude that
small ~large! values of C~Si and Ge! p orbital in momentum
space is the reason why the third band contribution in d
mond ~Si and Ge! is small ~large! along the@101# direction.
The small~large! Fourier components in the low-momentu
region are attributed to the localization~delocalization! in
real space of the C~Si and Ge! p orbital. In real space, the C
p orbital is very localized, since there is no corep orbital. In
contrast, the valence 3p orbital of Si is extended as a cons
quence of the repulsive force due to the orthogonaliza
with the core 2p orbital. The 4p orbital in Ge is further
extended because of the repulsive force originating from

FIG. 7. Decomposed calculational~LDA ! 3D momentum distri-
butions along@001# and @101# crystallographic directions in the el
emental semiconductors:~a! diamond,~b! Si, and~c! Ge. The mo-
mentum densities of the first, second, third, and fourth bands
represented by triangles, circles, squares, and crosses, respec
The total momentum densities are denoted by solid lines. The
momentum densities at theG point in these materials are put int
the same height for comparison.
as
his

-

n

e

2p and 3p core orbitals, though the weak screening of t
3d core orbital contributes to the shrinking of the valen
orbital.

As mentioned above, the chemical trend seen in the
momentum distribution is explained in terms of the sm
~large! contribution of the C~Si and Ge! p orbital around the
G point. We then turn to the 2D-ACAR distribution on th
~001! plane. It is first noted that only first~second! lowest
band contributes to the 3D momentum density along theG-X
(X-G8) line ~the @001# direction! ~Fig. 7!. As a result, the 2D
momentum density at the origin is the sum of the integ
tions of these two bands along the@001# direction. The inte-
gration of the former is larger than that of the latter, as
judged from Fig. 7. Therefore, the 2D momentum density
the origin is mainly due to thes-electron contribution, since
the first band mainly consists ofFs . As the momentum in-
creases from theG point in any direction, thep-electron
contribution becomes large, since the upper band effects
come large. As a consequence, the chemical trend due to
small ~large! contribution of thep orbital in diamond~Si and
Ge! also appears in the 2D-ACAR distributions: i.e., there
a peak at the origin in diamond, and there are dips in a
direction in Si and Ge.

It is finally noted that the localized distribution of th
carbonp orbital also affects the electron distribution of di
mond in real space. As Fig. 9 shows, the x-ray-diffractio
experiment4 indicates that double humps in the bond regi
appear in diamond, while one peak is located at the b
center in Si. These features are well reproduced by L
calculations~Fig. 9!. We draws andp bond charges sample
from the wave functions at theG point ~Fig. 10!. It is clearly
seen that the double humps in diamond are due to the lo
ized distribution of carbonp orbitals in real space. We thu

re
ely.
al

FIG. 8. Atomic momentum wave functions along the@101# di-
rection @fnl(k)5clA4p*0

`Rnl(r ) j l(kr)r 2dr, where Rnl(r ) and
j l(kr) are thereal-space radial wave function and the spheric
Bessel function, andcl is equal toA1/4p (A3/4p) for the s (p)
state# for carbon, silicon and germanium. The momentum is rep
sented in units of 2p/a, with a being the lattice constants of dia
mond, Si, and Ge for atomic momentum wave functions of carb
silicon, and germanium, respectively.
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conclude that the unique electron distribution of diamond
both real and momentum space is due to the carbonp orbital
localized in real space.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have investigated the momentum dis
butions of the positron-electron pair in elemental semic
ductors both experimentally and theoretically. The posit
2D-ACAR spectra in diamond, Si, and Ge have been syst
atically measured. It has been confirmed that the samples
free from positron trapping by defects. While all the samp
show prominent anisotropy, an interesting difference am

FIG. 9. Contour plots of spatial valence-charge-density distri
tions in the ~011̄! plane for diamond~left panels! and Si ~right
panels!. The x-ray-diffraction experiments~Ref. 4! ~pseudopotential
calculations! are shown in the upper~lower! panels. The minimum
value of the contour line and the contour spacing are 2.0 and
e2/primitive cell, respectively. The calculational charge density
core regions is not accurate due to the pseudopotential scheme
zigzag chain is denoted by the thick lines. The position in real sp
is represented in units of the lattice constanta.
K

n

i-
-
n

-
re

s
g

the elemental semiconductors has been observed, name
flat 2D-ACAR distribution ~@001# projection! in the low-
momentum region has been found in diamond, in contras
a deep dip around the origin in Si and Ge. The accumula
experimental results have been compared with those of
first-principles TCDF calculations. We have employed t
LDA scheme by Puska, Seitsonen, and Nieminen,24 and the
GGA one by Barbiellini et al.27 The agreement betwee
theory and experiment has confirmed the validity of t
TCDF calculations. The analysis of the calculational resu
has clarified that the unique momentum distribution in d
mond is due to the fact that thep orbital of carbon is very
localized in real space compared with those of Si and G
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FIG. 10. Contour plots of spatials ~a! and p ~b! bond charge
densities in the~011̄! plane sampled from the wave functions at t
G point for diamond. The minimum value of the contour line a
the contour spacing in~a! @~b!# are 1.0 and 0.5~2.0 and 1.0!
e2/primitive cell, respectively.
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